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Consultancy Services
Security Audits & Inspections
Security audits for Commercial
Premises, Airports, Ports and
Shipping Vessels.
Regulated Agent Regime for
Airfreight Security
Study, Development and
Implementation of RAR in accordance
to ICAO Annex 17.
Hold Baggage Screening System
Study, Development and
Recommendations for HBS systems in
Airports and Ports.

Corporate Security
Training
Bomb Threat Management
Understanding & Managing Security
Threats
Security Management
Security Awareness for Employees
First Line Crisis Mitigation
Crime Prevention Techniques
Campus , Hospital and Hotel Security
Risk & Vulnerability Assessment
Basic Investigations Course

Los Angeles airport gun suspect charged with murder
The man suspected of carrying out Friday's gun attack at Los Angeles
Airport has been charged with murder. Prosecutors say the death
penalty could be sought if 23-year-old Paul Anthony Ciancia is
convicted. He is in hospital after being shot by police. A federal US
security agent was killed and others wounded in the attack. Police are
attempting to establish a motive for the assault. Read more

Singapore Seletar Airport website hacked
The website of Seletar Airport has become the latest to be hit by
hackers - the second in three days. At around 12.30pm on Sunday,
the site showed a black and green background with an image in the
middle resembling a skull wearing a hood. It was back running less
than 30 minutes later. On Friday, The Straits Times' website was
hacked by someone claiming to be from the hacking collective,
Anonymous. Read more

US aviation authority ends ban on use of electronic devices during
flight
The US Federal Aviation Administration has ended a long-standing ban
on using portable electronic devices on planes. Passengers will now be
able to use smart phones and tablets in airplane mode to play games
and read downloaded materials like e-books and calendars during all
phases of flight, including takeoff and landing. Read more

Hong Kong Airlines' 'deviations' a concern, says transport chief
Anthony Cheung
Hong Kong Airlines has been told to improve its practices after seven incidents where pilots
"deviated from regulations", with one ignoring an instruction from air traffic control not to climb
to an altitude where there was other aircraft. Secretary for Transport and Housing Professor
Anthony Cheung Bing-leung has expressed concern over the disclosures, saying that "even one
incident is too many". Read more

Singapore boosts cyber defences
The Singapore government said Monday it was on "heightened
vigilance" following threats from the activist hackers' group
Anonymous, but denied that any of its websites had already been
compromised. The statement by the Infocomm Development Authority
(IDA) came as Singapore's biggest publisher confirmed users were
having difficulty accessing some of its online sites, although no group
has claimed responsibility for the incidents. Read more
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Terror Hunt: Suspect 'Linked To Al Shabaab'
A terror suspect who escaped surveillance by changing into a burka
on a visit to a mosque has connections to the al Qaeda-linked al
Shabaab Islamist group in Somalia, according to Sky sources.
Mohammed Ahmed Mohamed, who is 5ft 8in tall and of medium
build and was last seen at a west London mosque on Friday
afternoon, is being hunted by counter-terrorism officers. Read more

Big Brother blinded: Security fears in China as smog disrupts
surveillance cameras
To the central government, the smog that blankets the country is not
just a health hazard, it's a threat to national security. Last month
visibility in Harbin dropped to below three metres because of heavy
smog. On days like these, no surveillance camera can see through the
thick layers of particles, say scientists and engineers. To the authorities,
this is a serious national security concern. Beijing has invested heavily to build up a nationwide
surveillance network that lets police watch every major street and corner in main cities. Read
more

Aviation &
Maritime Training
Aviation Security for Senior
Management, Supervisors

AVSEC for front-line Security
Officers

Tactical Profiling Course

Bomb Threat Handling

China security chief blames Uighur Islamists for Tiananmen attack
China's domestic security chief believes a fatal vehicle crash in Beijing's Tiananmen Square in
which five died was planned by a Muslim Uighur separatist group, designated a terrorist
organization by the United States and United Nations. Meng Jianzhu, a member of the 25member Politburo responsible for domestic security, said the East Turkestan Islamic Movement
was behind the attack. This is the first time Beijing has accused the group of carrying out the
attack. Read more

Japan, Russia discuss bilateral security cooperation
Japanese and Russian Foreign and Defense Ministers have met for the first time to discuss
bilateral security cooperation in Tokyo. The two sides agreed to step up cooperation. They say
their defense ties are geared toward peace and stability in the Asia-Pacific region and will not
affect existing alliances. The ministers agreed Russia’s navy and Japan’s Maritime Self-Defense
Force would take part in a joint anti-piracy and anti-terrorism training, enhancing the disaster
search and rescue training that the two nations have been conducting since 1998. Read more

Document Verification Course
(Travel documents)

Check-point Screeners Course
(x-ray)
Regulated Agent Regime for
Airfreight

Understanding Explosives

International Ship & Port Facility
Security Code
Maritime Security Audits &
Inspections

Security staff jailed after people smuggling operation uncovered at
Birmingham Airport
Two airline security guards have been jailed after plotting with
nine others to smuggle illegal immigrants out of Birmingham
Airport to Canada using false passports. Six more members of
the gang were jailed and three given suspended sentences for
what a judge described as a “sophisticated and pre-planned”
plot to bypass airport security that was introduced after the
9/11 terror attacks in 2001. Three immigrants who were
already in the UK illegally, managed to evade security controls
on two occasions in August 2010 and went on to claim asylum
in Canada using bogus passports. Read more
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